
There are an estimated 7,000 rare diseases that affect 25 to 30 million people in the United States, more than half of 

whom are children, with treatments are available approximately 5% of these conditions. Many of these diseases are 

life-threatening, genetic in origin, and only recently new treatments are bringing the prospect of a better life to 

some patients.

Rare disease drug development is a major focus of the biopharmaceutical industry. In 2019, 22 of 53 novel drugs 

and biologics approved by the FDA had an orphan drug designation covering a total of 76 orphan indications. The 

number of requests for orphan drug status began to increase dramatically in 2012, with over 500 requests annually 

from 2016-2019. These requests turned into an increase in orphan drug designations and approvals since 2012 

compared to the average from the Orphan Drug Act?s passage in 1983 (Figure 1).[1]

The US legal definition for orphan drugs (drugs with an indication for rare diseases) was set by the ODA. The Act 

defined a rare disease as one that affects less than 200,000 people over the whole US population. Those drugs 

designated as orphan drugs are granted these benefits by the FDA:

1. Tax credits of 50% off the clinical drug testing cost upon approval

2. Eligibility for market exclusivity for 7 years post-approval

3. Waiver of NDA/BLA application fee (approximately $2.2 million value)

Rare disease definition is different in other parts of the world. For example, a disease is considered rare in Europe if 

it affects fewer than one in 2,000 people, so some diseases are rare in the US and not in the EU.There are also 

differences in definitions between the US and EU, including requiring the disease to be life-threatening or 

chronically debilitating in order to be classified as rare. [2]
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Why did the number of requests to the FDA for designation as orphan drug jump significantly almost 30 years after 

the ODA ? resulting in a jump of rare disease therapies being approved in the last few years? Several gradual 

changes to the pharmaceutical market in those 30 years may have caused this increase:

- Success in treating common conditions made new drugs in these spaces only incrementally improving on 

the standard of care, with the coincident loss of value of these new, similar drugs

- Most of the rare diseases are genetic in origin ? the cost of genetic testing very rapidly decreased during this 

time period, allowing effective identification of patients with rare genetic conditions

- Likewise, many approaches to therapies for generic rare diseases involve genetic engineering, which has 

seen explosive growth in gene and cell therapies in the last few years

Despite these drivers of rare disease drug development, there are a number of ongoing challenges for the 

biopharmaceutical companies in this space.

The very nature of rare diseases means that physicians are less experienced in the condition, and therefore less 

likely to efficiently diagnose properly. Even as patients experience symptoms of a rare disease, the specific condition 

causing the issue may be completely unrecognized by their physicians ? the ability to manage a disease is 

reasonably expected to be related to the frequency of patients encountered with the condition. Even if eventually 

identified, delayed diagnoses often result in more adverse clinical outcomes ? advanced symptoms or mortality. 

Patients with rare diseases on average have between 2 and 3 misdiagnoses over a seven-year time period before 

the appropriate diagnosis is made. [3]

The diagnosis and treatment of rare diseases typically are concentrated in specialists and specialty medical centers. 

This concentration of knowledge and experience means more difficult physical access to often widely dispersed 

patient populations. Distance from specialized care means slower diagnosis and, likely, costlier diagnosis ? including 

difficulties in insurance coverage when crossing insurance networks (in US) or political borders internationally.

Approximately three-quarters of rare diseases are genetic in origin, meaning access to affordable genetic testing 

and genetic counseling is required for effective diagnosis and treatment. About 6% of rare disease patients live in 

Europe, and around 7% live in North America [4] where genetic testing costs have been rapidly decreasing. For 

many patients, however, there is often no genetic testing infrastructure and expertise locally.

Diagnosing a genetically based rare disease also can be complicated when comparing effects of mutations among 

different ethnicities ? a mutation causing a significant impact in one population may not be causative in another 

population. So, although biomarkers are continuing to become more important in diagnosis, the correct 

interpretation of the biomarker data can be extremely challenging with relatively small databases. Combining 

genetic testing with other advanced diagnostic tools is more accurate, but also more expensive, time-consuming 

and requires more expertise at the clinical level.

Historically, some of these issues can be supported by emerging patient advocacy organizations ? these 

organizations bring publicity to the condition and a centralized location for ongoing research and treatment options 

for patients and physicians. Of course, a rare disease has to have a critical mass of engaged advocates for a patient 

advocacy group to succeed in supporting dispersion of clinical trial information, scientific progress, and influence in 

the regulatory and pharma/diagnostic businesses.
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The pandemic has driven a sharp increase in the use of telemedicine, and telemedicine is much more widely 

accepted than perhaps expected by groups of patients previously thought to be less accessible to specialty 

diagnosis and care. High-quality information sources have become more widely available --- through the 

deployment of advanced technology --- to be accessed as a complement to or even as a substitute for traditional 

patient-doctor interactions.The pandemic has provided a more favorable environment for digital healthcare to move 

forward at a faster pace than envisioned only a few months ago. [5]

An obvious challenge with developing therapeutics in this area is the difficulty in finding sufficient patients 

cost-effectively for clinical trials ? the pool of identified patients with a rare disease is by definition smaller than 

conventional conditions. Studies of rare disease clinical trial have shown data such as a 30% abandonment rate ? 

primarily due to insufficient patient accrual ? and over 50% of studies completed are not published within 2 years. 

[6]

Comparability clinical studies are challenging for rare disease conditions due to the smaller number of patients 

available who are treatment naïve. Due to the rarity of the disease, patients are often geographically dispersed; 

therefore, a large number of clinical trial sites are often needed. Enrolling one or a few subjects per site is inefficient 

model, and costly to have the proper support in place. In this scenario, the fixed costs of setting up clinical trial sites 

are spread out over only a few patients, driving the per patient clinical costs much higher than for conventional 

conditions.Other regulatory requirements, such as the number of manufactured batches can be very expensive for 

biological products in rare diseases. [7]

One potential approach to enhance the ability to find patients is accessing real-time patient data and physicians? 

notes from electronic health records (EHRs) to match particular recruitment needs - thereby identifying patients 

who both match a trial?s enrollment criteria and proximity to trial sites. [8]

Digital technology is not new to the clinical trial space, but until recently, significant adoption has been slower than 

advocates? desire. Until the pandemic disrupted in-person contact, sponsor companies and regulatory agencies 

hesitated to embrace virtual trials. New survey data affirms that COVID-19 is forcing the industry to insert digital 

technologies into every stage of drug development? and it is seeing potential benefits for doing so.

Some examples of how digital technology can ameliorate some of the challenges of rare disease clinical trials:

- Making documentation - such as consent forms - digital and accessible for prospects, and their physicians can 

remove some face-to-face interactions.

- Incorporate wearables, biosensors, into the clinical trial protocols - minimizing again excessive travel to clinical 

sites which may be remote for rare diseases. These techniques should also lower costs while increasing patient 

safety. Device manufacturers and CROs are becoming increasing expert in using these technologies to find rare 

disease patients, retain them and collect necessary data.

- The ability to layer artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning on top of the large amount of data gathered 

via digital health technologies can be used to potentially limit the number of patients required in a trail by 

enabling statistically valid differences between arms to become more visible. [5]
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While the Orphan Drug Act (ODA) provided financial incentives for drug companies to invest in drug development 

for rare diseases, simplifying or lowering the standards for FDA approval was not part of the Act:

?? . however, the ODA does not create a statutory standard for the approval of orphan drugs that is different from the 

standard for approval of drugs for common conditions. Approval of any drug ?  for either a rare or a common disease or 

condition ?  must be based on substantial evidence of the drug?s effectiveness for its intended use and sufficient 

information to conclude that the drug is safe for use under the conditions prescribed, recommended, or suggested in the 

proposed labeling. Sponsors should obtain evidence of effectiveness in an identified population from adequate and 

well-controlled studies?

Rare Diseases: Common Issues in Drug Development Guidance for Industry, FDA, January 2019

The Guidance does emphasize that given that most rare diseases have a high morbidity/mortality rate, surrogate 

endpoints, which are considered reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit, may be used as a basis for accelerated 

approval for treatment of serious or life-threatening disease. A surrogate endpoint is a biomarker thought to be 

able to predict clinical benefit, but is not itself a measure of clinical benefit. For highly life-threatening conditions, 

less well-established markers may be a basis for accelerated approval.

In rare disease situations, biomarkers related to the measurement of the primary defect associated with disease 

(e.g.,correction of enzyme activity in enzyme-deficient patients) may be considered ?reasonably likely? to predict 

clinical benefit. An approval decision based on biomarkers in the absence of clinical outcomes may be viewed as 

adding risk; to date no drug with an orphan designation has been withdrawn for reason of safety or lack of efficacy. 

[9]

In cases involving surrogate biomarkers as basis for approval, companies developing rare disease therapies often 

need to commit to multi-year post-marketing commitments (Phase IV). These commitments involve measuring 

safety and effectiveness on the broader rare disease patient population which may not have been sufficiently 

covered in the clinical studies for reasons noted above. [10]

While maintaining a clear commitment to the standards for drug marketing approval for rare diseases, the FDA is 

aware drug development for rare diseases is challenging due to the small number of patients and limited 

understanding of the variability and progression of these diseases. The FDA has set up the Rare Disease Cures 

Accelerator, a scientific initiative for the development of common, standardized platforms that can improve the 

characterization of rare diseases, incorporate the patient?s perspective in clinical outcome assessment measures 

and build clinical trial readiness. [11]

As is becoming more common in broader populations, generating real-world evidence (RWE) supporting regulatory 

and payer requirements is even more essential for rare disease drug success. These studies provide data and 

experience in standard clinical settings, accelerating market access for drugs consistent with the information needs 

of physician, patient, and payer. As the healthcare ecosystem increasingly demands RWE, the use of wearables, 

apps, EHRs, and other resources to collect the data will be necessary to contain costs and support pricing. [8]
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Identifying patients eligible for treatment with rare disease therapies is generally a challenge to achieve commercial 

success, which is why the ODA provides the financial incentives it does. The obvious starting point for drugs with 

only the potential for few patients is to charge high therapy prices. Per the health insurance advocacy organization 

America?s Health Insurance Plans (AHIP) [12]:

- From 1998 to 2017, the average per-patient annual cost for orphan drugs increased 26-fold, while the cost 

for specialty and traditional drugs merely doubled

- The average annual orphan drug cost rose from $7,136 in 1997 to $186,758 in 2017

- Orphan drugs are 25x more expensive than non-orphan drugs

- Today, 88% of orphan drugs cost more than $10,000 per year per patient

- Use of orphan drugs for their approved orphan indications account for approximately $43 billion

Treatments are being generally driven by innovations in genetics technologies, as more rare disease therapies are 

approved. Despite the difficulties in drug development, studies show that the capitalized clinical cost per approved 

orphan drug was about half of that of a non-orphan drug. [13]

However, are the high costs or rare disease treatments sustainable? Politically in the US, polls show that the high 

cost of medications is at or near the top of voters? healthcare concerns; politicians of both major parties are vocal 

about legislation designed to lower drug costs, although given the numbers, specific targets are usually drugs for 

chronic conditions affecting millions rather than rare diseases.

Given the high prices commanded to date in the US, are the carrots dangled by the ODA really necessary anymore? 

Certainly, the biopharmaceutical market values those incentives, given the number of requests received by the FDA 

annually. Companies issue press releases announcing such designations routinely to the financial press, assuming a 

favorable response from the financial markets. Another view is that this just reflects the success of the ODA and 

should be left alone.

European countries generally rely on national health technology assessment processes (HTA) to determine value of 

new drugs in combination with international reference pricing form the basis of pricing and access decisions. 

Patient populations for rare diseases are by definition small, posing challenges in collecting data on small 

populations, and making pricing decisions. Analysis of prevalence versus pricing indicates that these rare disease 

drugs follow the relationship that small populations commands a higher price for therapy. Like in the US, there is 

intense political pressure on very high drug prices, so new orphan drugs will need to clearly demonstrate their 

medical and financial benefit to ensure a favorable reimbursement outcome, without a large database due to few 

patients. [14]

The positive momentum of rare disease drug development is very apparent in the last 5 years ? drugs in 

development and drugs approved with orphan drug indications are at historically very high levels. Currently these 

indications have strong pricing power in both the US and the EU. Scientific progress in both genetic testing 

(capabilit ies and lowering costs) and gene/cell therapies is accelerating as well.
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As noted earlier, digital health technology has been deployed at a higher rate due to the pandemic. As the rare 

disease patient database increases exponentially, tools such as artificial intelligence and machine learning are being 

developed, and used to identify previously slowly or never diagnosed patients. These analytical tools will be used to 

make earlier diagnoses ? improving outcomes for patients ? and identifying precise therapeutic interventions.

Data and analysis from real world evidence generated as part of clinical development and early commercial 

development can subsequently inform financial investment decisions for drug development companies ? incidence, 

prevalence, and geographic dispersion of rare diseases is critical data to make decisions on which indications to 

pursue.

Regulatory agencies are continuing to encourage rare disease therapy investments. For example, in 2019, the 

European Joint Programme in Rare Diseases was started. The Programme is an alliance among public and private 

institutions to drive improvements in the quality and volume of rare disease research through efficient funding 

mechanisms. The project supports an increasing reliance on virtual medical information will benefit from expertise 

throughout the EU. [2]

As noted, most rare diseases are genetically based ? the high growth rate of gene therapy and cell therapy (CAGR of 

15% for clinical trials) for all conditions coincides with their usefulness in the rare disease space. [15] One lure of 

gene therapy: a chronic condition can require multiple doses of a drug to manage the condition, while gene therapy 

has the potential to correct underlying genetic defects, offering a cure potentially in a single dose.

While multiple challenges are clear - including scientific innovation requirements, regulatory flexibility and pricing 

negotiations ? the growth and success of rare disease drug development and commercial launches are likely to 

continue into the foreseeable future.
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